Introduction
How do individuals limit conflict in the absence of state-made law and order? Economists have focused their energies on analyzing decision making and interaction in the context of exogenously given institutions that preclude theft, fraud, and violent appropriation. This approach assumes that state-made laws regulating conflict, and the enforcement mechanisms that support them, exist and are effective.
That assumption is problematic if one wants to understand decision making and interaction in the real world. Historically, many governments have been ineffective in providing and enforcing formal laws. For much of the course of human history, state-made law and order, at least as inhabitants of the developed world would recognize it today, did not exist (Leeson and Stringham 2005) . The situation is not radically different in much of the modern world. Many modern governments are unable or unwilling to provide their citizens basic goods and services that would prevent and regulate interpersonal conflict, including law and order.
The annual Failed States Index (Foreign Policy and the Fund for Peace 2009) ranks countries based on a variety of social, economic, and political indicators. It measures "state capacity"-governments' functionality and vulnerability to collapse throughout the world. Of the 177 countries ranked in the 2009 index, 38 have an "alert" status. 93 are in "warning" mode.
Only 33 countries have a "moderate" status. And only 13 are categorized as "sustainable." If we measure state failure by counting those countries that already have failing states ("alert") and those that are on the verge of failing ("warning"), nearly three quarters of the world's governments are highly dysfunctional and either on or near the cusp of implosion. Strong and effective government is the exception, not the rule.
Even in the developed world, where government exists and is much more effective, statemade institutions for limiting conflict cannot be everywhere at all times. Further, they are costly and imperfect. In highly developed economies, too, trust plays an important role in many, if not most, interactions, suggesting that formal laws, courts, and police do not exhaustively explain why cooperation rather than conflict characterizes most relationships.
1
This chapter investigates the institutions that promote cooperation and inhibit conflict where states do not: norms. Norms are privately created rules and mechanisms of enforcement that define and support property rights. 2 We argue that these norms emerge and successfully limit conflict in a wider range of problem situations than often thought.
3
Conventional wisdom sees some scope for norms' successful operation. However, it suggests that norms are unlikely to be able to limit conflict among individuals dedicated to creating conflict as a way of life, among socially diverse individuals, and where the prospect of violence is significant. We show that this wisdom is overly pessimistic. Norms can and have successfully limited conflict among persons who earn their living by conflict, among socially distant individuals, and in the presence of violence. 4 The view that norms are unlikely to emerge to govern interactions in these more difficult problem situations overlooks the fact the gains from developing conflict-inhibiting norms, or the costs of failing to do so, are larger in such situations than they are in simpler ones. This drives individuals who find themselves in the more difficult problem situations described above to 1 A growing literature highlights the importance of trust and social capital for economic development and growth. See, for instance, Knack and Keefer 1997; Woolcock 1998; Francois and Zabojnik 2005; Chan 2007 . 2 As Ellickson (1998) points out, research on the important role that legal norms play in economic interactions is a relatively new. 3 We do not cover all types of norms. For example, the emergence of international notions of "collective security" following World War II, whereby states can be collectively punished by the international community for violations, are one example of an international conflict-inhibiting norm. While such international norms are beyond the scope of our analysis, the logic of analysis could be extended to these types of conflict-inhibiting norms. 4 Fuller (1964) , in his work on customary law, also argues that norms emerge to govern interactions in a variety of settings, from close-knit social groups to those involving antagonists, such as states.
develop norms that enhance cooperation and reduce conflict despite the greater difficulty that doing so can present.
2 Property Rights, Conflict, and Norms Demsetz (1967) famously provides a theory of how property rights emerge. 5 In that theory property rights are social constructs that create common expectations about inter-personal dealings. Property rights' primary purpose is to limit conflict by internalizing externalities.
Their emergence depends on transactions costs and the value of the resource to which they might apply. When a resource's value rises enough to outweigh the transaction costs of creating and enforcing property rights, people establish them.
Demsetz's theory is general in the sense that the establisher and enforcer of property rights can be anyone. Government could create and enforce property rights where they did not previously exist through its system of police, courts, and formal laws. Alternatively, private actors could do so. In the latter case, norms rather than formal laws and state enforcement institutions define and enforce the property rights that emerge.
In the same way that the costs and benefits of introducing property rights in Demsetz's theory determine whether property rights come into existence in the first place, the differing costs and benefits of using government versus norms to establish and enforce property rights where they are introduced determine which of these means of establishing and enforcing property rights is relied on. As Leeson (2007d) points out, even when in principle governmentprovided property rights can provide larger net benefits than property rights provided by norms, 5 Besides the papers discussed below, 0n the endogenous emergence of property rights, see also, Anderson, Benson, and Flanagan (2006) , Anderson and McChesney (2002) , and Umbeck (1981). in practice this is often irrelevant. The reasons for this are the ones pointed to in the Introduction. In many instances, past and present, government with the capacity and willingness to define and protect property rights did not and does not exist. Where such government does exist, the state's legal machinery can be more expensive to use than norms. For example, gossip is cheaper than lawsuits. To the extent that negative gossip is as effective in punishing property right violators and getting them to modify their behavior as lawsuits, it makes sense to rely on gossip, a norm-based enforcement mechanism, instead of lawsuits, a state-based enforcement mechanism, to enforce property rights and limit conflict. Hill (1979, 2004) For example, Benson (1988 Benson ( , 1989a , Leeson and Stringham (2005) , and Posner (1980) document the operation of conflict-inhibiting norms in an array of primitive societies. Landa (1981 Landa ( , 1994 considers the emergence of norms to govern commercial transactions in contemporary Southeast Asia.
Similarly, Greif (1989 Greif ( , 1993 analyzes the importance of norms for 11 th -century Mediterranean traders.
Individuals not also use norms to control conflict where government does not exist. They also use norms to govern their relations where government does exist but norms are cheaper to use for this purpose than state-made institutions. Bernstein (1992) examines extralegal mechanisms of contract enforcement in such a context: the contemporary diamond industry. She highlights how long-standing norms within the community of diamond traders govern dispute resolution using commonly accepted rules and practices and private arbitration. Likewise, Ellickson (1991) considers the emergence of conflict-inhibiting norms in modern-day Shasta County, California. Ellickson describes how the members of this predominantly farming and ranching community create rules, resolve disputes, and enforce rules without relying on the state. Ostrom (1990) and Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker (1994) consider individuals' reliance on norms to create property rights and limit conflict in contexts where government normally 6 Umbeck (1977) was the first to discuss legal norms in the context of the California gold rush. 7 Besides those papers discussed below, see also, Dixit (2004) .
exists but cannot be relied on for this purpose. They focus on norms used to inhibit conflict in the context of common-pool resources, such as irrigation systems, fisheries, forests, and grazing areas in developing countries. provide a third way to limit conflict over resources in the face of common-pool problems.
Norms of enforcement ensure compliance with property norms and rules governing individuals' behavior. To do this, norms of enforcement often leverage individuals' concern for their reputations. For example, as Hill (1979, 2004) discuss, in the American West, land club rules were enforced through boycott and ostracism. If a club member refused to abide by the ruling of the arbitrators who adjudicated his dispute, he lost his standing with other club members. The association's members expelled non-compliant members from the association and refused to interact with them, commercially or personally.
Similarly, Greif's (1989 Greif's ( , 1993 However, because the kinds of whales they hunted behaved differently, different property norms effectively prevented conflict in different whalers' particular cases, leading different property norms to develop in these cases.
Off Greenland, British whalers established the norm of "fast fish, loose fish." According to this norm, the first whaler to harpoon a whale was its rightful owner as long as the line going from the harpooned whale to the whaler was never broken. If it was, the whale became fair game for other whalers. This norm created a bright-line rule about who was the rightful owner of the whale. It was efficient for whalers in this context because the species of whale hunted off
Greenland moved slowly and was unlikely to break the line. The fast fish, loose fish norm therefore tended to reward the first harpooner, which was the most difficult part of the hunt. It incentivized whalers to undertake the arduous task of harpooning the whale. It discouraged whalers from attempting to free ride on the efforts of others by attacking a whale already weakened by the efforts of the first harpooner.
In contrast, American whalers, who hunted sperm whales, developed a different norm to establish property rights over whales. That norm was called "iron holds the whale." It stipulated that the first harpooner had the right to the whale, whether the line broke or not, if he remained in its pursuit. Iron holds the whale was an efficient norm for whalers of sperm whales since it incentivized them to undertake the most difficult part of hunting as above-first strike. It prevented free riders despite the fact that sperm whales were fast movers and likely to break the line.
The existing literature that examines norms documents the emergence and operation of norms in a variety of contexts. However, these contexts tend to display common characteristics that, for reasons we discuss below, make it relatively easy for norms to emerge and function.
The communities in which norms emerge that the existing literature focuses on tend to be small and close knit. Norms normally emerge to prevent "peaceful conflict," such as contract repudiation, rather than to prevent "violent conflict," such as that which exists when individuals are bitter, avowed enemies of one another. Further, the individuals whose interactions give rise to norms, and to whose interactions these norms are supposed to apply, tend to be law-abiding persons who are willing to behave opportunistically in some cases, but whose internal restraints prevent them from taking advantage of every opportunity to prey on others. Such persons are different from professional criminals who are more likely to lack internal restraints and who earn their living by violating others' property rights.
In the sections that follow we consider the emergence of conflict-inhibiting norms in contexts that present more difficult problem situations because they lack one or more of the features noted above. First, we consider norms in outlaw communities-among individuals who have made violating property a way of life. Next we consider the emergence of norms among socially diverse individuals. Finally, we investigate the possibility of conflict-inhibiting norms where violence is not only likely, but virtually assured by virtue of long-standing war-like relations between hostiles.
Outlaws
Professional criminals are dedicated to violating others' property rights. This is their way of living. It seems unlikely, then, that they would be able to develop norms devoted to inhibiting conflict. But there is a problem with this intuition: professional criminals, perhaps more than anyone, require privately created rules of social order to function. As Leeson (2007a Leeson ( , 2009a Leeson ( , 2009b describes, most of the Caribbean pirates operated out of a land base in the Bahamas. But their more enduring communities were their floating ones:
pirate crews. Piracy required joint production. A one-man pirate crew was not possible.
Multiple pirates were needed to man and operate pirate ships. The average pirate crew had 80 members. But larger crews, some of several hundred, were not uncommon. To prevent intercrewmember conflict from leading their crews to implode, pirates required conflict-inhibiting norms that could secure their cooperation.
The potential conflict situations that pirates confronted are predictable. Theft and fighting posed the most immediate threats. If pirates could not restrain their criminal inclinations among each other, they could not cooperate for mutual gain. In addition to this, various negative externalities also created dangerous specters for pirate crews. Activities such as drinking and gambling threatened to create conflicts between crewmembers. These conflicts were not only capable of undermining crew morale. They could quite literally tear the crew apart. Intercrewmember violence with cutlasses and blunderbusses could damage the ship irreparably or start onboard fires that ignited gunpowder, blowing the crew to pieces.
To prevent such conflict, pirates developed a set of norms known today as "pirate codes."
We know about the content of these codes because, remarkably, pirates wrote them down.
Pirates called these systems of norms "articles of agreement." Pirate articles resembled constitutions. Consider the set of articles that governed pirate captain Bartholomew Roberts'
crew (Johnson 1726 (Johnson -1728 (Johnson [1999 The norms embodied in such "pirate codes" performed all the major functions that sea dogs required. They prohibited theft and fighting. They also regulated negative externality generating behaviors, such as drinking and gambling, which threatened to create inter-pirate conflicts that could damage the ship or injure other members of the crew. Other pirate crews' norms, such as those that governed Captain John Phillips' pirate crew, regulated smoking since careless smoking could blow up the ship.
Pirates' norms created enforcement mechanisms for their rules. Pirates created a special officer, the quartermaster, to administer these punishments. Punishments tended to be physical in nature, such as lashings, marooning and, in extreme cases, death. To resolve inter-crewmember disputes, pirates' system of norms also relied on quartermasters, who adjudicated conflicts. When the quartermaster's adjudication failed, he refereed duels between the disputants on land to prevent violence from spilling over on to the other members of the crew. Pirate norms also created an early form of workers' compensation: crewmembers injured on the job received insurance payments from the crew's common stock. This norm helped prevent piratical free riding and encouraged pirates to give their full effort during battle by reducing the cost of putting oneself in the way of danger when pirating.
Conflict between ordinary crewmembers was not the only kind of conflict that pirates confronted. They confronted another important source of potential conflict: conflict between the leadership, the pirate captain, and the rest of the crew. Like legitimate enterprises' leaders, pirate crews' leaders exercised powers that, when wielded appropriately, were critical to crews' success. However, pirate leaders could also abuse these powers, which would undermine interpirate cooperation.
Pirates needed officers to lead them in battle with prey, distribute booty and provisions, and enforce their norms. The problem was that self-interested leaders could use their authority over these activities to benefit themselves at other crewmembers' expense. For example, leaders could order their personal enemies to dangerous posts during battle, skim booty and provisions, and use their enforcement powers to settle personal scores.
To address these problems, pirate norms established a system of democratically divided power. Per their articles, pirates democratically elected their captains and quartermasters. This permitted them to popularly depose unscrupulous officers and elect new ones in their place. If captains and quartermasters wanted to retain their positions, they needed to use the powers their crews endowed them with for their crews' benefit rather than their own.
Pirates also divided important powers between their officers. Captains were given autocratic decision-making power in times of battle. But at all other times they wielded no more power than ordinary members of the crew. Other important authorities, such as booty and provision distribution and rule enforcement, were delegated to the quartermaster. By dividing authority in this way, pirate norms limited their leaders' ability to prey on them for private benefit.
As a result of their system of norms, pirates successfully limited conflict, permitting them to work together and, in some cases, steal incredible sums. Pirate norms were imperfect, of course. But according to one historian, because of their norms, pirate ships were more orderly, peaceful, and well organized than many merchant ships, vessels of the Royal Navy, or even the British colonies (Rogozinski 2000: 179) . As one 18 th -century observer described it, "At sea, they perform their duties with a great deal of order, better even than on the Ships of the Dutch East India Company; the pirates take a great deal of pride in doing things right" (Rogozinski 2000: viii) .
Caribbean pirates' communities are not the only communities of professional criminals where norms operate successfully. Gambetta (1993) and Leeson and Rogers (2010) There is a reason for this focus. Norm-based rules emerge more easily where the individuals they apply to share common ideas about what constitutes legitimate versus illegitimate behaviors and how the latter should be responded to. Landa (1981 Landa ( , 1994 , for instance, emphasizes the importance of social homogeneity to the operation of norms within "ethnically homogeneous middlemen groups" in Southeast Asia. Similarly, demonstrates how the emergence of conflict-inhibiting norms on 18 th -century merchant ships, which facilitated disgruntled sailors' ability to coordinate mutinies, relied on the close-knit relationships between merchant seamen. When individuals are socially close, certain rules of interaction are focal. 10 To the extent that these rules promote cooperation instead of conflict, it is not difficult for conflict-inhibiting norms to emerge and operate effectively.
Social Diversity
Social closeness is particularly important to norms' enforcement. As the discussion in section 2 highlighted, norms are commonly enforced through reputation-based mechanisms. The idea behind these enforcement norms is straightforward: cooperation can be enforced where rule violation is punished by the prospect of foregone income resulting from community ostracism in future dealings. If individuals are sufficiently patient, a loss of reputation generated by a rule violation today creates even larger losses in terms of foregone revenues from potential future interactions, facilitating rule compliance. Norm-enforcement mechanisms based on such logic rely on continuous dealings and the shadow of the future to ensure cooperation.
As Skaperdas (2003) points out, "folk theorem"-type mechanisms, such as that which reputation depends on, have been overrated as a solution to the problem of conflict. They describe only the possibility of cooperation. Conflict-ridden equilbria also remain possible.
Further, as Skaperdas and Syropoulos (1996) , Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2000) , and Skaperdas (2003) show, under certain circumstances the shadow of the future can increase the prospect of conflict rather than reduce it.
There is another potential problem with such mechanisms as a means of enforcing norms: they require individuals to be able to communicate violators' identity to a sufficient number of others. The strength of individuals' ability to punish cheaters through boycott, and thus the strength of their incentive to comply with norms, depends on the proportion of people that a potential cheater might interact with that punishes him if he cheats. Bilateral punishment, whereby an individual refuses to interact again with someone who has cheated him, may not be sufficient to prevent a cheater from cheating. If he is impatient, a cheater may find it worthwhile to defraud his exchange partner despite the fact that he loses future exchange possibilities with the person he defrauds. However, if by cheating his exchange partner the cheater loses future exchange opportunities with everyone else he might trade with, the punishment he suffers for cheating is much larger-large enough to prevent him from cheating despite his high discount rate. Multilateral punishment is therefore a much more effective norm-enforcement mechanism.
When prospective traders are socially distant-when they are the members of different social groups-widespread multilateral punishment is much more difficult to achieve. It may be easy to coordinate the members of one's own social group on ostracizing an outsider who cheats. The limits to reputation-based enforcement mechanisms for enforcing norms that could govern inter-group interactions are highly sensible. Yet, historically, we observe cooperation between the members of different social groups without significant reliance on state-based institutions for preventing conflict (Leeson 2006 (Leeson , 2008 . Norms rooted in something other than reputation-based enforcement alone must have facilitated this cooperation.
We can get a sense of what additional norms have supported inter-group cooperation by examining international trade in the Middle Ages. In the absence of state-made institutions to control conflict, socially diverse international traders relied on a customary, norm-based legal system to facilitate trade. Benson (1989b) and Milgrom, North, and Weingast (1990) provided many of these notions, which merchants modified to meet their special needs. These rules were privately established, adjudicated, and enforced.
Under the Law Merchant commercial disputes were arbitrated in "dusty feet courts," socalled because of the traders' dusty feet as they traveled between commercial fairs. Merchants themselves presided over these courts. Their decisions were not formally binding. Reputation and boycott played an important role in the enforcement of these courts' decisions. However, for the reasons discussed above, they alone could not be relied on to prevent conflict between international traders. Leeson (2006 Leeson ( , 2008 discusses the norms that supported cooperation between socially distant traders. 11 Traders screened outsiders by looking for signals that informed them about whether the outsiders they were considering trading with were likely to behave honestly or not.
Unlike reputation-based multilateral punishments, such as ostracism or boycott, screening does not depend on social closeness to work. Successful screening does, however, require two things:
easily observable attributes or activities-signals-that individuals may adopt or undertake to indicate their credibility to outsiders, and signals with an appropriate cost structure-namely signals that are cheap for cooperative types to send but expensive for cheaters to send-to effectively convey their credibility to outside potential trading partners they wish to exchange with.
Signals that shrink the social distance between two individuals satisfy both of these 
Violence
To prevent "peaceful" forms of conflict, such as theft, fraud, and contractual default, norms based on reputation or costly signals can be effective. But boycott and screening are often ineffective in the face of violence. They do not discourage physically stronger individuals from using their strength superiority to overwhelm weaker ones. A weaker individual may announce his intention never to deal again with anyone who cheats him. He may also limit his interactions to individuals who have invested in social distance-reducing signals. But this does not prevent physically stronger individuals from using force to take what they want from weaker ones.
For this reason it is common to conclude that conflict-inhibiting norms are unlikely to emerge or to be effective when the conflict they are supposed to inhibit involves physical violence. 12 This is especially so when the prospect of violence is not only possible because of asymmetric strengths, but is virtually guaranteed because individuals are long-standing enemies of one another. If violence cannot be regulated, individuals face the most serious sort of problem. Society degenerates into the Hobbesian war of all against all. Skaperdas (1992) demonstrates the possibility of cooperation, even in one-shot interactions, when individuals may behave violently toward one another. A handful of papers have considered conflict-inhibiting norms in the context of violence historically. Friedman's (1979) analysis of medieval Iceland's legal system is one of the earliest examples of this. Hill's (1979, 2004 ) treatment of private protection agencies in the 19 th -century American West is another. More recently, Leeson (2007b) examines the norms that interior producers and middlemen developed in precolonial western Africa to transform the latter's incentive from violent banditry to peaceful exchange.
13
Perhaps surprisingly, norms have emerged to limit conflict not only amidst the threat of pervasive violence, but when the perpetrators of violent conflict are bitter enemies of one another.
14 Leeson (2009c) analyzes the endogenous legal system that emerged to govern relations between such hostiles on opposite sides of the Anglo-Scottish border between the 13 th and 16 th centuries. This episode illustrates the emergence and operation of norms amidst violence. It also exposes the means by which such norms could be enforced given the inability of reputation or signaling to do so alone.
Until the 17 th century, the borderlands between England and Scotland consisted of six territories-three on each side-called the English and Scottish "marches." The borderlands constituted a formally ungoverned interstice for interactions involving inhabitants from both realms. Neither England's nor Scotland's domestic laws extended across the border to the other side's inhabitants. In this sense the borderlands were anarchic. There was no formal 13 See, also, Anderson and McChesney (1994) for an excellent discussion of the "raid or trade" decision of Indians and whites. 14 Axelrod (1984) and Leeson and Nowrasteh (2010) also consider the emergence of norms to regulate violence between hostiles. Axelrod considers such norms in the context of British and German soldiers engaged in trench warfare during WWI. Leeson and Nowrasteh consider legal norms that emerged to limit the social cost of maritime warfare in the context of privateer-merchantman interactions in the age of sail. Pospisil (1958) Since the borderlands separated the warring nations, many of the border people were embroiled in this conflict, facing one another in battles during official Anglo-Scottish war and often existing in a state of undeclared conflict with one another when official war was not raging.
March inhabitants grew to be bitter enemies of their counterparts on the opposite side of the frontier. The absence of a supranational sovereign to regulate the cross-border reiving system threatened to plunge the borders into bloody mayhem.
In the same way that the lex mercatoria emerged in the 11 th as a system of norms to inhibit "peaceful conflict" between international traders, such as fraud and contractual default, a system of norms emerged in the medieval Anglo-Scottish borderlands to inhibit violent conflict between reivers. That system of norms, grounded in ancient cross-border custom, is called the "leges marchiarum," or laws of the marches. The norms enshrined in the leges marchiarum dealt primarily with cross-border violence, including murder, violent theft, maiming, and so on.
Rather than seeking to eliminate violence completely, which was impossible amidst the border people who were not interested in eradicating the reiving system, the leges marchiarum had the more modest goal of regulating and taming reiving activity. It achieved this by outlawing certain activities, such as murder, but also by permitting various other violent activities subject to certain rules.
For example, according to the norms embodied in the laws of the marches, borderers were permitted to engage in "trod" whereby inhabitants who were the victims of cross-border theft could lawfully pursue their enemy into the opposite realm and slaughter him if he were caught "reed hand." Violent self-help was regulated, however. Under the norms of the borderlands, the pursuer had to announce his intention to the others he encountered in the foreign realm into which he traveled. But since reputation alone could not solve all enforcement problems in the face of violence, border custom also relied on the threat of violence to enforce norms. The deadly feud is one example of this. As its name suggests, the deadly feud was a violent institution involving the protracted slaughter of another's family. Murdering a man, for example, in violation of border norms, could result in violent retribution by the murdered man's clan. Usually, in response to this, the clan of the original aggressor would respond in kind. A deadly back and forth would ensue between the two clans. If launched, a deadly feud could result in many deaths on both sides. Given a mutual, credible expectation of this response to unlawfully aggressing against the member of another clan, the cost of doing so was extremely high. This expectation created by the deadly feud provided a powerful incentive to behave within the bounds of border norms in the first place. In this way the threat of awful violence was used to enforce norms against violence itself where reputation alone, for example, could not.
The border people's conflict-inhibiting norms are an example of a far wider practice that many clan-organized societies, from Sicily, Albania, and Crete, to the Arabian Peninsula and the Pashtuns of Afghanistan, employed in various forms. As the preceding discussion indicates, these norms were highly imperfect. They did not eliminate violence or even come close to doing so. Out of equilibrium they could be destructive and prolonged, causing economic and social disruptions. This suggests that they are not welladapted to a modern economy and polity. However, considering the deeply rooted social system based on plunder that the border people were part of, the norms that the leges marchiarum embodied were quite successful. They prevented individuals whose way of life was predicated on violent conflict from annihilating one another. They inhibited cross-border violent acts from degenerating into the Hobbesian jungle. The border people's norms did not eradicate violence.
But they bounded and regulated it, preventing deadly chaos in a society dedicated to plunder.
Directions for Future Research
We have pointed to only a few examples of conflict-inhibiting norms in contexts that present difficult problem situations-when conventional wisdom suggests such norms are unlikely to emerge or function. Rather than compiling additional cases of norms in the easier problem situations that much of the existing literature examines, future research should delve deeper into the questions that norms pose in the context of these more difficult scenarios. We have tried to demonstrate that there is in fact something to explore here. But much work remains to be done in moving beyond documenting the mere existence and operation of norms in such contexts.
Given the special importance of norms for the bulk of the developing world where state institutions are absent or dysfunctional, future research should examine the relative welfare properties of societies based entirely, or predominantly, on private norms versus societies based on corrupt and dysfunctional governments. In many developing countries, government hangs on only by a thread provided by the international development community. Depending on norms' effectiveness, it is possible that citizens in these countries could be better off if their corrupt and failed states were allowed to collapse, and anarchy, which as we discussed above is governed by norms, were allowed to take its place. Conflict-inhibiting norms can and do fail. But so do governments, especially in the developing world. The question, then, is which fails worse statelessness that contributed to these improvements. 15 For example, within Somali clans, "diyapaying groups" ranging from several hundred to several thousand members operate on the basis of a system of norms that governs intra-clan interactions. Each diya-paying group is an alliance of related lineages formed via contract. That contract states that members of the alliance should pay and receive blood compensation-"diya"-together, creating a system of social insurance and collective responsibility. If a group member is injured, the diya contract stipulates who is to pay to assist the injured member. If a group member it is attacked, it stipulates how other group members are to respond to the attacker, and so on. Whether there is something exceptional about Somalia's norms among least-developed countries or its political economy more generally that accounts for its improvement under a system that defines and enforces property rights and regulates conflict entirely on the basis of norms is an empirical question that deserves further investigation. In either case Somalia highlights an important fact for social scientists interested in understanding the causes and consequences of the wealth and poverty of nations: they cannot be understood apart from norms.
